
Are Waspmote and Arduino platforms compatible?
Waspmote uses the same IDE (compiler and core libraries) as Arduino. For this reason the same code is
compatible in both platforms — just by adjusting small things like the pinout and the I/O scheme. We love the
fast learning curve of Arduino and for this reason we tried to make a platform compatible with it. The idea is
that an Arduino user may work with Waspmote in a transparent and easy way (because the source code will be
the same, there is no learning curve).

Then, are Waspmote and Arduino the same thing?

Definitely not. Arduino is a really nice platform to learn how to use electronics and is intended to make cheap
"home projects" while Waspmote is a device specially designed to create wireless sensor networks which need
a long life span and are meant to be deployed in a real scenario like in a city.

I just want to "play" with Waspmote; isn't it cheaper using Arduino?
This depends on what you want to do exactly. Waspmote is a very compact board including everything needed
for creating wireless sensor networks: wireless communications, RTC clock to allow scheduling interrupts,
microSD to store data from sensors, a 3-axis accelerometer (very useful for detecting falling nodes and as a

sensor by itself) and of course, battery and solar sockets with charging regulator for making the node
completely autonomous. Adding these features to an Arduino is possible, but it can get complicated in
software and cumbersome in hardware — not to mention the hassles of getting your device certified (see
below).

Is Waspmote open source?
Yes. All the source code libraries are released under the LGPL license so developers may choose if the

programs they create are released as open source or not.

Are Waspmote and Arduino FCC and CE certified? What are the differences?

Both Waspmote and Arduino "core" boards have FCC and CE certifications. However, in order to use the
platform with a communication module (ZigBee, WiFi, 3G, etc.), a Radio Certification is needed. This is the
main difference between Waspmote and Arduino certifications. Waspmote has Radio Certifications for all the
possible combinations of the communication modules (802.15.4, ZigBee, 3G, ZigBee + 3G, etc.), and
Arduino does not.

See the next page for comparative tables.



Comparative Tables — Waspmote vs Arduino

Memory and Microcontroller

Model Microcontroller Frequency RAM EEPROM FLASH External Storage (SD card)

Arduino ATmega328 16MHz 2KB 1KB 32KB -

Arduino Mega ATmega2560 16MHz 8KB 4KB 256KB -

Waspmote ATmega1281 14MHz 8KB 4KB 128KB 2GB

I/O & Buses

Model Analog In Digital I/O UARTs SPI I2C PWM USB

Arduino 6 8 1 Yes Yes 6 Yes

Arduino Mega 16 54 4 Yes Yes 15 Yes

Waspmote 7 8 2 Yes Yes 1 Yes

Consumption

Model
Consumption

while on
Sleep mode

Consumption
in Sleep

Hibernate mode
Consumption
in Hibernate

Arduino 50mA No - No -

Arduino Mega 50mA No - No -

Waspmote 15mA Yes 55µA Yes 0.7µA

Commercial, License and Legal Issues

Model IDE Libraries Electronic Certifications Radio Certifications*

Arduino GPL LGPL CE, FCC -

Arduino Mega GPL LGPL CE, FCC -

Waspmote GPL LGPL CE, FCC, IC CE, FCC, IC

* Waspmote is Radio Certified for all the possible combinations of the communication modules (802.15.4,
ZigBee, 3G, etc.).


